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This is a typical sample of a face reading.

Los Angeles, California
“Date”
“NAME OF THE PERSON”
Your face belongs to Wood element. The Wood type is spiritual. He or she is the
most honest of the elemental types. Wood people are idealistic, with strong
integrity. Wood is associated with the planet Jupiter, the largest in the solar
system, just as it is in Western astrology. Its vitality is rising, as the tree rises
into the sky. Its fortune is wisdom as it is the element of the sage, the seer,
wisewoman and wiseman.
Your forehead is high and broad, your face making an imaginary triangle,
which is typical for a Wood face. Because the vitality of Wood is rising, the Wood
people push up like a tree from a slender trunk and spread their branches into the
sky. They enjoy expansion and soon soar above the mundane, often ending up on a
higher plane than others aspire to. The Wood people see farther and in a broader
range than others and expand intellectually and spiritually, drawing the rest of the
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world with them. They seek to learn the secrets of the universe and are often out of
this world.
As the fortune of Wood people is wisdom, artists, scientists and thinkers are
of this element. You tend to be worldly in non-materialistic matters and may not
earn much money, but you are rich in knowledge and understanding.
Your best partner is with Water, who is supportive in many ways,
particularly financially. You also pair well with Fire, because the outgoing,
extroverted Fire is helped by the inward, intellectual Wood and both gather fuel
from the relationship to keep the flame burning. Gold is not a good partner because
they tend to think themselves as elite and they fail to appreciate your intellectual
efforts.
When we divide the face lengthwise into three parts, each represents a major
segment of life. The first part from the hairline to the middle of the eyebrows
represents youth, age 14 – 30. The midsection of the face from the middle of the
eyebrows to the bottom of the nose represents mid-life, age 31 – 50. The lower
part of the face, from the bottom of the nose to the tip of the chin, represents
maturity, age 50 and after. You have a very good forehead. It is fairly high and
broad, unlined. It is better slightly rounded, as yours is, not flat. This indicates
fine intellect, good family background, the chance to get a good education and to
form beneficial relationships. Your second part of the face is the shortest. It
indicates that you must look for success in the earlier or later period of life.
However, your second part is not week, because your nose is prominent. This gives
it some balance. Your third part is balanced with the other zones for a satisfactory
and comfortable old age.
Your eyes tell that you are deep, and often inspired, but also good at money
matters. You were easily hurt if your dreams were violated, especially in your late
thirties when the position points fall in the eyes. After age thirty-five, you became
more realistic and also more outgoing.
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The nose represents wealth and achievement in career—the ability to find
opportunity, to accumulate or waste wealth. Your nose is prominent and it is
considered an asset to wealth and success. The root and the bridge of your nose are
well formed. It indicates the vitality and good health needed to assure success in
life.
The mouth represents the personality. It is associated with the sense of
taste, food, speech, expressiveness, smiling, kissing and other pleasures—all
indicators of its Yin (emotional) nature. Your mouth tells that you are friendly and
manage to achieve a good position in life. You are even tempered and charming.
Your right side and the left side are not quite balanced, indicating some
aggressiveness.
The chin represents strength. Your chin has a good form and is also
prominent. It denotes a strong, healthy life with stamina persisting into maturity.
The long ear lobe adds deep wisdom, a growing philosophy of life and the
opportunity for a long, fruitful life. The success is somewhat delayed in
achievement, often till the last third of life. But this person gets increasing respect
and has influence in the later years, possible becoming the leader of an influential
circle of followers, someone who will be quoted, honored and listened to in an old
age.
Your laugh lines are long and curve in below the mouth, indicating a long
life but possible loneliness at the end. Then again, you don’t need to worry that
because your long ear lobes compensate this feature.
***
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